
Time For A Change

Obey the Brave

time for a change
it's only been a couple months
and all I think about is us
we rocked the places far away
a new girl for everyday

no more 9 to 5
get up! Move on! Gotta feel alive!
Can't shut the voice that lies within
a new song for every sin
for every sin

head up in the clouds
life is music, play it loud
don't care how bad it sounds
I live for the underground

keep on! No matter what I do

keep on! I always come back to you
when things fall out of range
just scream “it's time for a...”

time for a change
it's only been a couple months
and all I think about is us
we rocked the places far away
a new girl for everyday

no more 9 to 5
get up! Move on! Gotta feel alive!
Can't shut the voice that lies within
a new song for every sin
for every sin

keep on! No matter what I do
keep on! I always come back to you
when things fall out of range
just scream “it's time for a change”

time for a change
no more 9 to 5
get up! Move on! Gotta feel alive!
We played in places no one knows
a new hat for every show

every night, we play on and on
and it feels so right
can't stop what's going on

head up in the clouds
life is music, play it loud
don't care how bad it sounds
I live for the underground

stay from the pack
no turning back



it's all a game, just gotta play it right
don't like how we take control?
You know that's how we roll
nothing to prove, we just do our thing
yeah! We don't give a fuck
just crank the volume up

go against the grain
no, can't slow us down
we won't stop til we get enough
yeah! We don't give a fuck
just crank the volume up

and I fell so alive, so alive!
I'll stick tight to my plan
you'll never understand
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